Brands can reclaim growth
with Living Marketing

INTRODUCTION
Launched in 2011, low-calorie, high-protein Halo Top ice
cream has taken US freezer aisles by storm. Sales in the
past year have soared 2,500 percent.1 In 2017, Halo Top
officially outsold Ben & Jerry’s and Häagen-Dazs
—perennial category leaders—across the United States.2
Not bad for a brand that’s only been in existence for six
years. The company’s growth is even more impressive
when you consider that Halo Top achieved it without
advertising or other traditional media tactics.
New competitors like Halo Top (or old competitors with new growth strategies) have
not only put their fingers on the pulse of what customers crave, but also tossed
out the traditional marketing rulebook. Established brands in all consumer industries
—from travel, consumer goods and retail companies to automobile and life science
businesses—must do the same. Each day they cling to their legacy marketing
approaches, which are static, reactive and intuition-based, is a day their
growth erodes.
Reclaiming growth requires that brands reclaim their customers. That means
making every customer experience (CX) hyper-relevant, orchestrating ecosystems
designed for customer-centricity, embracing experimentation and rapid
development cycles, and creating a marketing capability that is as dynamic and
“alive” as the customers brands want to reach.

LIVING MARKETING
creates and delivers top-line growth by
ensuring that brands, products and services are
hyper-relevant to every customer and are part of a
unique, personalized experience.
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MARKETING IN
LIVING COLOR
Marketing, as we have long known it, is
unable to drive the growth that is now
needed. Traditional brands, which
achieved economies of scale by
developing mass products for physical
channels, are being overtaken by
often-smaller brands that offer a unique
customer proposition, establish a direct
customer connection, and quickly build
the capabilities to fulfill customers’
needs.
While many of the marketing teams of
established brands are re-discovering
themselves, the change required to
deliver relevant and personalized
experiences across all touch points is
simply too much for them to handle.
Most marketing teams continue to exist in
organizational silos, rely heavily on their
agency partners, and remain highly
product-focused (experiences are
developed around the drug instead of the
patient, the store instead of the shopper,
the bottle instead of the consumer, the
hotel instead of the traveler, etc.).
Additionally, marketers still view the
world as static. In reality, everything is
becoming more complex. Experiences
must be data-driven, personalized,
seamless, and global yet hyper-local.
The right “everything” must be in the right
place at the right time. And technology is
an ever-changing enabler.

We believe it’s time for something different.
We call it Living Marketing—marketing that
creates and delivers top-line growth by
ensuring brands, products and services are
hyper-relevant to every customer and are
part of a unique, personalized experience.
In this new paradigm, hyper-relevance and
personalization are dynamic, happen in
real-time, and differ for each brand. Living
Marketing doesn’t just mean a new way of
Marketing by Marketing for Marketing, but
a company-wide shift in mindset, behaviors
and priorities from:
• Brand-centricity to customer-centricity
• Complex, fragmented offers to simple
and seamless solutions
• Segmentation and mass personalization
to hyper-relevance, at the moments that
matter
• Fragmented relationships with channel
partners to ecosystem partnerships
• Mandatory approval of a business case
prior to any action to a “test and
learn” mentality and entrepreneurial
mindset
• Activity-based marketing to
outcomes-based experiences, which are
powered by data, technology and
analytics
Successfully orchestrating these changes
is critical to delivering Living Marketing
that will drive sustainable growth.
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ADAPTING TO A
CHANGING
ENVIRONMENT
While companies that manage large
brands may still own half or more of their
categories’ market share, they are, in
effect, standing still. In the US food and
beverage sector, for instance, sales growth
among large brands is just two percent.
Smaller, more nimble companies account
for an astounding 53 percent of category
growth.3 And in life sciences sectors,
smaller companies are strengthening
relationships with buyers and creating new
growth opportunities by pivoting from
volume reimbursements to value
reimbursements.

Importantly, it’s not just small companies
that pose a threat to established brands.
Even large companies are capitalizing on
customers’ liquid expectations to deliver
new products and services in new ways.
Smart re-ordering or replenishment
subscriptions are emerging in the
consumer goods and retail sectors.
And in life sciences, Apple Health is
personalizing healthcare with
easy-to-use apps on familiar devices
and patient-friendly platforms.4
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What distinguishes these innovative companies, large and small, are their abilities to
anticipate and create the experiences, relationships and engagement that customers
want (see Figure 1). They have a keen understanding of their customers’ expectations,
intentions and preferences. And with more agile operating models, they can adapt their
offers and services on a dime.
Figure 1.
Relevance in the era of the customer is no longer driven by the product
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WHO WILL PAINT
THE VISION FOR
GROWTH?
Brand and company executives understand
that the experiences they deliver must keep
pace with customers’ changing expectations.
Nearly three-quarters (73 percent) of CEOs
acknowledge the need for products, services
and experiences that are more meaningful.5
And they are increasingly relying on their chief
marketing officers (CMOs) to show them the
way. In fact, 50 percent of CEOs view the CMO
as one of the C-Suite leaders most responsible
for driving growth.6

73 %
of CEOs acknowledge
that their products,
services and experiences
should be more
meaningful and relevant
to customers.
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This makes sense. The marketing organization is closest to the customer, and
hyper-relevance to customers is key to growth. Additionally, CMOs are increasingly
accountable for revenue gains instead of traditional marketing metrics. But CMOs can’t
be expected to drive the growth agenda alone. They need to work closely with the
heads of sales, strategy, IT, R&D, business development, customer service and other
areas to create a customer-centered vision for the future (see Figure 2).

Figure 2.
In the world of hyper-relevance, CMOs must work with other leaders to bring a
new vision for customer-centered growth to life
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Living Marketing in action
Meliá Hotels embraced Living Marketing by launching a holistic
effort—dubbed “Be More Digital”—to win customer mindshare. Predicting
that 70 percent of its customers would opt to interact with the hotel
through digital channels in the near future, Meliá Hotels wanted those
channels to be as direct as possible. With active engagement around
websites, loyalty programs and marketing campaigns, the company grew
direct sales by 27 percent in one year, added one million new loyalty
members, and increased marketing ROI by 25 percent.7

LOOK ALIVE!
To regain their growth momentum, CMOs must breathe new
life into their marketing organizations. We advocate they do
three things:
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LIVE IN THE
MOMENT

A new mindset is required to respond to customers’ desires for deep, authentic
connections. This is about more than having convenient experiences when buying a
product. It’s about being heard and appreciated across all channels and touch points
with the brand. It’s about receiving a personal and relevant experience that enhances
their lives in the way customers expect it to.
For product brands, this shift in customer expectations transforms how they engage
with customers. Forward-thinking leaders are paving the way by building an acute
understanding of their customers and refining their insights over time to meet
customers’ needs in real-time.
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GEAR UP FOR SPEED
AND INNOVATION

To achieve the change that is needed, at
the speed required, leaders need to
create a Living Marketing
organization—one that works as a
connected organism committed to
ensuring flawless, seamless CX across
every customer touch point. A living
organization is powered by relevant skills,
a purposeful culture, and optimized ways
of working.
It is supremely capable of working with
an increasingly broad range of internal
and external partners. Winning brands
are not only willing to redefine the
marketing operating model, but also are
open to creating liquid talent pools to
address unique market demands.
Command and control give way to fast
innovation, collaboration and
experimentation.

Tips for creating a Living
Marketing organization built for
speed and responsiveness:
• Organize key enterprise functions around
an always-on experience platform of living
channels, media and content.
• Crush the traditional functional silos that
impede the delivery of meaningful and
consistent experiences across the
consumer lifecycle.
• Establish centers of excellence to drive
efficiencies and improve cycle times.
• Integrate marketing, advertising and
channel technologies.
• Transform processes and operating
models to enable the orchestration of key
functional areas, including IT, global
business services, brand marketing and
partner ecosystems.
• Re-invent the partnership model across
digital, media and creative agencies to
work horizontally across silos and have
one accountable partner for the
end-to-end, connected customer
experience.
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PIVOT
TO THE NEW

CMOs need to strengthen the basics of marketing, while also expanding the impact
marketing has on growth. New Living Marketing capabilities include:

Living
experiences
Some product brands are already
becoming more innovative about how
they build and sustain relationships.
For example, some are enabling their
customers to shape their experiences and
co-create the intimacy that underpins
loyalty and trust. Halo Top, for example,
cultivates faithful followers by
encouraging its customers to provide
suggestions for new flavors.8
Our research shows that those that “get
CX right” outperform their peers on a
number of measures—from customer
loyalty and marketing ROI to revenue
gains. Perhaps most tellingly, they meet or
exceed their customers’ expectations for
CX 91 percent of the time—21 percent
higher than their peers.9

while

99%

of marketers agree that
consumer experience is
important, only

30%
are doing
something about it.

Source: Accenture Interactive, “Expectations vs.
Experience: The Good, The Bad, The Opportunity,” 2016.

Living experiences brought to life
With 82 studios across the US and Canada, SoulCycle has created full sensory
experiences for cyclers and fitness buffs that go far beyond the typical workout.
Sessions based on high-intensity cardio, muscle-sculpting strength training, and
rhythm-based choreography are available to an exclusive community of enthusiasts
who value health and strive for a positive lifestyle. Clean facilities, phone chargers in
lockers, and custom SoulCycle playlists on Spotify make customers feel they are part of
something special. Instructors are authentic and charismatic and inspire, support,
coach and push customers in personalized ways to their performance limits. This focus
on living experiences has paid off. SoulCycle has achieved 20 to 30 percent growth
year-over-year, and is now expanding into clothing.10
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Living
ecosystems
Internally, a living ecosystem works as a
collaboration engine that brings sales,
service, IT, R&D and the extended
executive team together to create flawless
customer experiences. Orchestration of
external partners is equally important.
While it’s generally a good idea to keep
core capabilities in-house, the value of
(and need for) outside collaborations will
grow as marketing becomes more
personalized. Plugging into a broader
ecosystem creates a multiplier effect that
benefits the brand, the customer and all
ecosystem participants. Growth
leadership teams that form the right
ecosystem relationships now will own the
customer relationships in the years ahead.

Nearly

4 out of 5 marketing
executives (78 %)

state they need to better leverage the
ecosystem of partners and stakeholders
to deliver superior consumer experiences.
Source: Accenture Strategy, CMO Insights Survey, 2016.

Living
data and insights
Living Marketing organizations rely
heavily on customer data and emerging
technologies to shape their engagement
strategies. Soon, with the advent of
people-based marketing and further
advances in artificial intelligence,
companies will have more data at their
disposal than ever before. Owning and
effectively managing this extraordinary
volume of data will be key to knowing
the customer. Equally important will be
analytics that enable marketers to
predict customer behaviors and create
more accurate forecasts.
Currently, advertising technologies,
marketing technologies, e-commerce
platforms, CRM systems, and sales and
service applications operate in isolation.
They will need to be integrated and then
orchestrated to provide the most
comprehensive view of the customer.
Further, the complexity and volume of
customer touch points, along with the
proliferation of marketing technologies,
will require CMOs to work with IT to
create and manage a single “experience
architecture.” Such architectures help
bring together systems of record and
systems of insight, innovation and
engagement that drive the speed and
responsiveness that will be required.

Data fluency is a must
Companies that deliver hyper-relevant CX have moved beyond descriptive
analytics and traditional sources of customer information such as purchase
history, loyalty card transactions and demographics. Instead, they invest in
predictive analytics. They establish ecosystems of data partners to create
real-time snapshots of every consumer. And they continually look for
opportunities to mine data in new ways, often from channels and touch points
that extend beyond the typical customer journey.
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Living
value (versus cost)
In the world of hyper-relevance, ROI takes
on new meaning: Return on the Individual.
To calculate this lifetime value, CMOs need
to evaluate hard and soft (non-sales)
metrics such as advocacy and brand health.
Page views are out; indicators of consumer
intimacy and cash flow are in.
Living marketing organizations also
constantly optimize their cost structures.
They are masters of recalibration, shifting
from batch quarterly/yearly spending to
fluid spending. And they leverage real-time
performance measurements to understand
the impact of specific marketing activities.
The ability to quickly pivot from
experimentation to cross-brand and
cross-geography rollouts enables them to
maximize higher-value opportunities and
economies of scale.

Accenture has found that
companies that manage
their marketing investments
effectively and efficiently
experience better marketing
and overall financial
performance as a result.
Source: Accenture Institute for High Performance,
“Just-In-Time Marketing Organization,” 2016.

Tips for capturing the new ROI:
• Embrace transparency. Be rigorous and
demanding about ROI analysis and proof.
• Look beyond brand equity to calculate the
return on marketing investments.
Challenge the prominence of advertising
and promotional spending with new inputs
that measure the value of intangibles such
as consumer affinity and partnerships.
• Manage (and measure) marketing
initiatives as P&L line items.
• Measure the Return on the Individual by
assessing short-term (immediate) and
long-term (lifetime) value.
• Apply principles of Zero-Based Budgeting
to continually question investments and
assign the right balance of resources.
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Living
platforms
Living Marketing organizations flex their
technology and operations around
constantly shifting market expectations.
Living platforms of engagement—which
bring together disparate marketing, sales
and service solutions—enable the
activation and delivery of new customer
experiences at lower, more variable costs.

Living platforms brought to life
Glossier, a skin-care brand that burst on the scene in 2014, has quickly become one of
the beauty industry’s biggest disruptor. Several things distinguish Glossier.
The direct-to-consumer operation is content-driven and vertically integrated with its
founder’s highly popular Into the Gloss beauty blog. It caters to customers with
individualized experiences. And it leverages a strong digital community and customer
feedback loop to involve customers in entirely new ways. Its efforts have clearly paid
off. In 2016, Glossier’s growth topped 600 percent. Its flagship store sports more sales
per square foot than the average Apple Store. Two of its products have 10,000-person
waiting lists.10
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RECLAIMING
RELEVANCE

AND HEALTHY REVENUE GROWTH
Growth among many established product brands has come to a near standstill.
Change and uncertainty abound. To thrive in this environment, CMOs and their growth
partners must re-imagine what marketing means, what it can do, and how it can support
the organization’s return to growth.
Savvy leadership teams are ready for the change that lies ahead. They aren’t running
from the challenges posed by new ways of working. Rather, they are running toward
them—and toward the growth their new mindsets, organizations and capabilities will
bring about.
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